Thank you for your participation in our virtual Cruise-in. We are looking forward to hearing more about the story behind your vehicle.

This comprehensive list of narrative points and shot list is a tool for you to use to make certain your presentation touches on the key features and details of your vehicle. All shots and information included is entirely up to you.

**NARRATIVE DETAIL**

- Owner introduction (On Camera or Voice Over) *mandatory*
- Auto make, model and year *mandatory*
- Significant production facts (ex: 1 of 50)
- History/Pedigree
  - previous ownership
  - its importance in a series or in defining its class
- Special factory modifications
- Vehicle Specs in detail
- Unique features
- Technical advances
- Originality and/or restoration history/detail
- Major awards or other concours inclusions
- Vehicle lore or your Personal Story

**VIDEO CAN ALSO INCLUDE THE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:**

1. How did cars become a passion of yours?
2. How long have you owned your car?
3. Does the car have any significance that you would like people to know about?
4. How did you acquire your car?
5. Has this car been restored or modified in any way?
6. Why have you decided to loan your car to the Petersen?
7. Do you own any other Supercars?
8. How do you define a Supercar?
9. What other supercar would you like to have in your collection?

**HOW TO SHOOT YOUR VIDEO**

Suggested Equipment - ALWAYS shoot in landscape (horizontal) format

- Apple iphone 8 or newer/ Samsung Galaxy S9 or newer
- Camera person or tripod
- (optional) DJI phone gimbal
- (optional) Lavalier microphone

**Environment**

- (ideal) indoors or in a garage

**VIDEO REQUIREMENTS**

- Must be no longer than 90 seconds long
- Must be 1080P or higher (quality)
- Must include introduction/talking

Attach your video link to the form on the link provided.